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The world of crypto-currencies is currently going through a period of excitement, with
growing adoption and a resurgence in liquidity, mainly driven by the entry of institutional
investors. This trend is creating an environment conducive to innovation, paving the way
for exciting new opportunities in the sector.

Against this dynamic backdrop, NFT technology is increasingly standing out. Although the
market has recently slowed down, awareness among the general public and developers
alike of the power of NFTs has never been higher. These unique tokens offer significant
advantages such as unrivalled security, transparency and traceability, extending their
potential far beyond digital art.

At the heart of the Crypto Robots City Project (CRC) beats the vibrant pulse of a truly
community-based initiative. As crypto-currencies make their way into the financial future,
CRC sets itself apart by forging closer ties. More than just a collection of NFTs, CRC is a
thriving community where every NFT holder becomes an active citizen of this digital
metropolis. Here, unique art is not limited to a transaction, but becomes the foundation of
a shared experience, rooted in the very essence of collaboration and collective creativity. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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At the heart of Crypto Robots City (CRC), we're building a fortress of values that transcend
the simple framework of an NFT project. Our commitment to community spirit is the
foundation on which CRC's dynamic is built. We firmly believe in the power of
collaboration and the active participation of every member, for it is in this unity that our
digital metropolis comes to life. We don't just create NFTs, we build an engaged and
connected community.

Quality is in CRYPTO ROBOTS CITY's DNA. This goes far beyond the captivating design of
our NFTs. Every detail, from the user experience on our website to end-to-end security, is
meticulously crafted to deliver unparalleled excellence. Each NFT is not only a work of art,
but also an immersive experience carefully crafted for every cardholder. We strive for
excellence every step of the way, because that's how we advance not just our project, but
the entire NFT sphere.
Innovation is our compass. We aspire to be at the forefront of the blockchain project
space, constantly pushing boundaries and exploring new horizons. CRC is not just a
project, it's an ecosystem that evolves with market trends and the needs of our community.
We anticipate change and constantly adapt to offer an exceptional experience to our NFT
holders.

Security, reliability and transparency are the pillars on which our ambitions are built. We
have rigorous security protocols in place to protect our community's assets. We believe in
an uncompromising experience, where our NFT holders can have complete confidence in
the safety of their investments.
In this way, Crypto Robots City is not just an innovative project. It's a holistic vision, a
fusion of art, technology, quality and community, creating an experience that transcends
simple NFT transactions. 

Beyond the foundations of community spirit, the quest for quality and constant innovation,
Crypto Robots City (CRC) also embodies a vision that extends beyond the digital. We aspire
to create a bridge between the virtual world of NFTs and the real world, offering tangible
opportunities to our community. We believe in the positive influence that blockchain
technology can have on society, and we seek to catalyze this change through charitable
initiatives, socially responsible partnerships and actions that leave a lasting footprint.
Crypto Robots City isn't just a digital metropolis, it's a benevolent force that aspires to
transcend the boundaries of digital space to create a positive impact in the real world.
We're shaping the future, not just in pixels and code, but through concrete actions that
leave a lasting imprint.

CRYPTO ROBOTS CITY, AN INNOVATIVE PROJECT 
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In today's financial landscape, inflation looms as an implacable adversary, particularly for
modest investors lacking effective means of countering it. It is into this gap that Crypto
Robots City (CRC) emerges with a clear mission: to offer an accessible and secure
investment solution, democratizing access to financial opportunities.

CRYPTO ROBOTS CITY's fundamental aim is to create a financial haven for modest
investors facing the challenges of inflation. We aspire to provide an accessible and inclusive
means of protecting asset values in an ever-changing economic environment.
CRYPTO ROBOTS CITY is committed to maintaining a secure platform without
compromising accessibility. We invest in robust security protocols, ensuring that every NFT
holder can invest with confidence, without fear of potential threats in the digital world.

Our ultimate goal is to ensure CRC's longevity. We are not content to be an ephemeral
solution. On the contrary, we aim to create a platform that evolves over time, capturing
bull run opportunities while remaining resilient in the face of market fluctuations.

CRYPTO ROBOTS CITY aims to become a liquidity magnet, attracting investors through
our innovative approach. Our goal is to maximize profits not only for the CRC team, but
also for every NFT holder, creating a virtuous circle of prosperity.
CRC aspires to reinvent the perception of investing, making it accessible, transparent and
rewarding for all. Our vision goes beyond the simple creation of NFTs, it encompasses the
creation of a financial ecosystem where innovation and equity are the watchwords.

As a conscious project, CRYPTO ROBOTS CITY explores sustainable and socially
responsible solutions. We seek to minimize our environmental footprint while contributing
positively to social causes, thus integrating social responsibility at the heart of our
objectives.
In this way, Crypto Robots City rises above mere financial objectives to embody a complete
and holistic vision. We're not just a project, we're a proposal to change the way investment
can be accessible, safe and sustainable in the ever-changing digital world.
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CRYPTO ROBOTS CITY NFT COLLECTION #SEASON1 
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#SEASON1
Network: ETH
Supply: 1565
Mint price: 0.02 ETH
Mint date: January 12
 

In the heart of our emerging digital metropolis, Season 1 of Crypto Robots City's NFT
collection promises to be an unprecedented immersion in digital art. This inaugural season,
anchored on the Ethereum network, is distinguished by carefully crafted features,
reflecting our commitment to accessibility and diversity.

To ensure maximum accessibility, CRC Season 1 will be available on OpenSea, the leading
NFT marketplace. This collaboration with OpenSea offers our owners a reliable and
recognized platform to explore, exchange and enjoy their collection to the full.

Dive into Season 1 of Crypto Robots City and discover a collection that transcends the
boundaries of digital art, offering a diversity of experiences for every NFT holder. This
inaugural season marks the start of an unforgettable journey through our ever-expanding
digital metropolis.

CRC Season 1 unveils a fascinating array of characters and elements, each helping to shape
the identity of our digital metropolis. Owners will be able to choose from a range of
categories, from Work Robots to Battle Bots, from City Landscapes to Crypto Cards. These
different categories add unrivalled diversity to the collection, offering a varied experience
for every NFT owner.

Get ready for a never-ending adventure, because Season 1 is just the first chapter in an
epic that promises to constantly push back the boundaries of innovation and creativity in
Crypto Robots City.



BENEFITS OF OWNING CRC SEASON 1 NFTS
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Owning one or more Crypto Robots City (CRC) Season 1 NFTs transcends the digital art
experience to become a complete immersion in a universe where each holder becomes an
active participant and beneficiary of a multitude of exclusive benefits.

Among the most exciting benefits for our NFT holders is the prospect of an aerial
distribution of CRC tokens. Details of this distribution will be revealed in due course,
adding a dimension of anticipation and value to the collection. This initiative is our way of
rewarding the loyalty and commitment of our community.
CRC Season 1 is much more than just a collection of NFTs, it's a passport to an ever-
expanding digital metropolis. Each NFT embodies membership of our vibrant community,
where holders play an active role in shaping the future of Crypto Robots City.

At the heart of our benefits is the ongoing remuneration of NFT holders. The various fees
generated by our ecosystem, from the cash pool and other sources, are systematically
redistributed to holders. This form of passive return provides a unique opportunity for
holders to actively contribute to CRC's growth.

The fees generated by CRC ecosystem activities, such as transactions and exchanges, do
not remain static. They are regularly redistributed to NFT holders, creating an incentive
mechanism closely linked to the growth of the ecosystem and the benefits accumulated by
our holders.

OG and WL members enjoy exclusive privileges, with preferential mint prices (0.01 ETH for
OG and 0.015 ETH for WL). In addition, these members will have access to extra benefits
such as participation in exclusive prize draws and access to a private chat room. This
distinction reinforces the unique experience reserved for our OG and WL members.

The ongoing remuneration of NFT holders creates a stable and constantly growing financial
ecosystem. By participating in the cash pool and receiving regular financial benefits,
holders become key players in CRC's sustainability, providing a reassuring and reliable
experience for our community.

By regularly redistributing the income generated by the ecosystem, CRC establishes a
strong alignment between the interests of the team, the community and NFT holders. This
dynamic benefits everyone, strengthening the commitment and sense of belonging to our
thriving community.



CRC TOKEN OVERVIEW & TOKENOMICS
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The CRC Token emerges as the vibrant heart of Crypto Robots City (CRC), symbolizing our
official motto and embodying the fundamental principles of our growing digital metropolis.
Developed on the Polygon underlay, the CRC Token is not simply a currency, but an
essential instrument that drives community spirit and ensures meaningful rewards within
our ecosystem. As the official currency of Crypto Robots City, the CRC Token goes beyond
its monetary function. It embodies community spirit and becomes a symbol of belonging to
our ever-evolving digital metropolis.

The CRC Token is not simply a means of transaction, it's an essential utility token. It
confers significant benefits, enabling holders to participate in governance and access
exclusive advantages.The CRC Token plays a central role in the distribution of rewards
within our ecosystem. Holders are eligible for a variety of rewards, creating a continuous
opportunity for profit as CRC grows.

As part of our commitment to security and stability, a secure liquidity pool will be built.
This ensures that liquidity within our ecosystem is protected, minimizing risk and creating a
reliable financial environment.
 CRC Token holders can contribute to this liquidity pool, actively participating in the
security and stability of our ecosystem. This active participation is rewarded, strengthening
the link between the community and the financial health of Crypto Robots City.

From a technical point of view, the CRC Token has a total supply of 100,000,000,
reinforcing its stability within the Polygon network. The official contract address is
0x294AA56fa5d0E147Db40d2F04B6Bc6fd88Ad3ef1, guaranteeing transparency and
accessibility for our community.

As part of our ongoing efforts to ensure the security and integrity of our ecosystem, we
plan to carry out an in-depth security audit in the near future. This crucial step is designed
to strengthen our community's trust in CRC Token, ensuring a reliable and secure user
experience.

Stay tuned for further announcements regarding our pre-sale schedule. Full details will be
communicated on our official networks and website, giving our community all the
information they need to participate in an informed way in this important phase of our
project.



Polygon's carefully planned integration into the Crypto Robots City (CRC) ecosystem transcends the mere
technical component to become an elaborate strategy, consistently aligned with our fundamental vision.
Unlike the traditional approach of seeing different blockchain solutions as competitors, we see Polygon as
an essential ally that complements Ethereum. 

This strategic alliance gives our digital metropolis an essential dimension of scalability, lower cost and
faster transactions. Far from being a dilemma between accessibility and security, our choice to work with
Polygon illustrates our desire to harmonise these two crucial aspects, paving the way for an optimal user
experience within CRC.

The symbiosis between Ethereum and Polygon creates an environment where investors can transact at
lower cost, benefiting from greater affordability. The speed of transactions, a direct result of the
scalability offered by Polygon, adds a crucial dimension to the responsiveness of our digital metropolis.
What's more, security, a fundamental element preserved by Ethereum, remains intact, ensuring investor
confidence in every interaction within our ecosystem. 

By choosing Polygon as our strategic partner, we are bridging the gap between investors' financial return
and a smooth transaction experience, reflecting our commitment to providing a breeding ground for
prosperity and trust within Crypto Robots City.

POLYGON: CATALYST FOR EFFICIENCY AND SECURITY
IN OUR DIGITAL METROPOLIS
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Transaction Per Second: 65 000
Average cost: 0.01$
Latency Time: 2,1s

VS

Transaction Per Second: 15
Average cost: 15$
Latency Time: 15min



ROADMAP #SEASON1
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A certain stock of 1565 unique digital arts, 21 wild card
NFTS to give away to the first buyers will be available to
mint on our official website and in OPENSEA. (1 NFT
refund tokens only in OpenSea).

Create our website and our smart contract to carry out
the mint through a subdomain of the main page

Create a whitepaper with all the details of the project and
the audit of our smarth contracts

We created a discord, tweeter, youtube and telegram, we
started listing the project on different pages like nft
callendar.

We plan the different prices and benefits for our
whitelisted and OG members.

We create our own token for the project and give it
various benefits and functions.

The Lorebook virtual manual that explains the meaning of
each type of NFT listed, is available to holders of both
nets.



CRYPTO ROBOTS CITY ARCHITECTS
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FOUNDER - ASMODEUS GONTIER

I am a great enthusiast of blockchain technology, I have 2 years of experience in
web3, nfts and crypto investments, I am also a trained architect and graphic
designer with a lot of experience in fields such as video editing, artistic drawing,
digital art and video games.

COLLAB MANAGER - BMO

Hello ! My name is Bmo 
I would love to be part of the team as collab manager / alphab Hunter . I will be
working 10-12 hours daily and can perform a minimum of 10-15 collabs per
day. I'm Targeting 100-150 Collabs in a week ! .My time zone is GMT +5 .Aside
this, I'm certain of bring organic members into the community through the
collabs, also I'll bring positive thoughts and suggestions that will enhance the
overall Progress of the project . Im very certain you will never regret hiring me.

CEO & PARTNER - SEO_WEBSITE

My name is SEO. I have been working in the crypto and NFT's industry for
almost three years, providing services such as moderation, server setup,
promotion, and website development. I have successfully completed many
projects for various clients, helping them achieve their goals and grow their
online presence. I am passionate about learning new skills and staying updated
with the latest trends and technologies in the crypto and NFT's space.

MODERATOR - SHESHI

My name is sameen ( sheshi ) I m experienced administrator, community
manager, collab manager ( alphabot, subber, Normal collabs) I will be working
10-12 hours daily,my time zone is GMT + 5, I did work with Dominant
dogs,angels club,zadipass club, Holy weird nft, drumpsnft, CroozeNFT,etc



We would like to stress that this CRYPTO ROBOTS CITY white paper is provided for
information purposes only and should not be construed as financial advice or an
investment call. The information contained in this document is based on our current
knowledge and the objectives of the project, but is subject to change as the project evolves.

We encourage all readers and potential holders of CRYPTO ROBOTS CITY TOKEN to
carry out their own thorough research and consult competent financial advisors before
making any investment decision. Crypto-currencies and digital assets carry inherent risks
and the value of CRYPTO ROBOTS CITY can fluctuate significantly in the markets.

Investments in crypto-currencies involve risks, and each individual must make their own
investment decisions taking into account their personal risk tolerance and financial
objectives.

CRYPTO ROBOTS CITY cannot be held liable for any loss or damage arising from
investment decisions based on the information presented in this white paper.

We strongly encourage you to fully understand the risks associated with investing in
crypto-currencies and to never invest funds that you cannot afford to lose.
CRYPTO ROBOTS CITY can in no way be held responsible for any loss or damage resulting
from investment decisions based on the information presented in this white paper.

We strongly encourage you to fully understand the risks associated with investing in
crypto-currencies and to never invest funds that you cannot afford to lose.In summary, this
white paper aims to provide an overview of the CRYPTO ROBOTS CITY project and its
ecosystem. 

We stress that this is not financial advice and that each individual must make their own
investment decisions in a responsible and informed manner.

DISCLAIMER & COMPLIANCE
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